Abstract This paper proposes a video-based fire detection system which uses color, spatial and temporal information. The system divides the video into spatio-temporal blocks and uses covariance-based features extracted from these blocks to detect fire. Feature vectors take advantage of both the spatial and the temporal characteristics of flame-colored regions. The extracted features are trained and tested using a support vector machine (SVM) classifier. The system does not use a background subtraction method to segment moving regions and can be used, to some extent, with non-stationary cameras. The computationally efficient method can process 320 × 240 video frames at around 20 frames per second in an ordinary PC with a dual core 2.2 GHz processor. In addition, it is shown to outperform a previous method in terms of detection performance.
catastrophic events. In this article, a new video fire detection method using the region covariance matrix approach is proposed. The main feature of the covariance method is that it can model color, spatial and temporal information in video into a compact feature vector capable of modeling flames.
There are several methods in the literature developed for fire detection from images and videos [5, 6, 8, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] 18, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] 28] . Almost all of the current methods use motion and color information for flame detection. In [18] , a Gaussiansmoothed histogram is used as a color model. A fire color probability value is estimated by using several values of a fixed pixel over time. Considering the temporal variation of fire and non-fire pixels with fire color probability, a heuristic analysis is carried out. In addition a solution for the reflection problem is proposed, and a region growing algorithm is implemented for flame region estimation. After moving pixels are segmented, chromatic features are used for determining fire and smoke regions in [5] . Dynamics analysis of flames is done. According to this analysis, dynamic features of fire and smoke regions are used to determine whether it is a real flame or a flame-alias.
In another work [25] , moving and fire-colored pixels are found according to a background estimation algorithm and Gaussian Mixture Models. Quasi-periodic behavior in flame boundaries and color variations are detected using temporal and spatial wavelet analysis. Irregularity of the boundary of the fire-colored region is taken into consideration at the decision step.
In [24] , background estimation algorithm and a color chrominance model are used to detect both moving and fire-colored pixels. Two Markov models are proposed to separate flame flicker motion from flame-colored ordinary object motion. The same Markov model is used to evaluate spatial color variance.
An adaptive flame detector is implemented and trained using the weighted majority based online training found in [22] . Outputs of Markov models representing the flame and flame colored ordinary moving objects and spatial wavelet analysis of boundaries of flames are used as weak classifiers for training.
In [13] , the HSI color model-based segmentation algorithm is used to find fire-colored regions. Image differencing, which is taking the absolute value of the pixel-wise difference between two consecutive frames, and the same segmentation process are both used to separate fire-colored objects from flames. Further, a method for estimating the degree of fire flames is proposed.
As described above, most fire detection systems first find the flame-colored regions using background subtraction and flame color analysis. These regions are then analyzed spatially and temporally to detect the irregular and flickering characteristics of flames. In this work, we use a different approach by combining the color, spatial and temporal domain information in the feature vectors for each spatiotemporal block using region covariance descriptors [26, 27] . The blocks are obtained by dividing the flame colored regions into 3D regions that overlap in time. Classification of the features is performed only at the temporal boundaries of blocks instead of at every frame. This reduces the computational complexity of the method so that the processing frame rate of the developed system is generally above 20 frames per second (fps) when 320 × 240 video frames are used.
To the best of our knowledge, none of the methods proposed in the literature, including our previous works [24, 25] , can handle video captured by moving cameras. In [24] , the flame flicker process is modeled using wavelets and Markov models. But the camera should be stationary in this approach, in order to obtain reliable results in the Markov models, which require approximately two seconds of temporal video data. The proposed covariance matrix approach does not use the background subtraction method, which requires a stationary camera for moving flame regions detection, and therefore can be used with moving cameras. This is an important advantage of the proposed method because cameras may shake in the wind or closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras can only slowly pan an area of interest for possible fire and flames.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, the basic building blocks of the proposed scheme are described. In Sect. 2.1, the simple flame color model is presented. Video blocks satisfying the color requirements are further analyzed by the spatio-temporal covariance descriptors described in Sect. 2.3. The test procedure and experimental results are presented in Sects. 3 and 4, respectively.
Covariance matrix-based detection algorithm

Chromatic color model
Chen et al. [5] suggested a chromatic model to classify pixel colors. Its implementation is simple and its computational cost is low in terms of memory and processing power. They analyzed fire-colored pixels and realized that the hue of firecolored pixels is in the range of 0 • and 60 • . The RGB domain equivalent of this condition is
Since fire is a light source its pixel values must be larger than some threshold. R T is the threshold for the red channel:
The last rule is about saturation. S is the saturation value of a pixel and S T is the saturation value of this pixel when R is R T .
Condition 3 S > (255 − R)S T R T
We modified this model by excluding condition 3 to reduce the computational cost, therefore using this new model as the first step of our algorithm. Cameras have their own color balancing and light adjustment settings, therefore it is impossible to detect fire and flames using only the color information with a high detection rate. When a relatively low threshold for the red channel is selected (in this algorithm R T = 110), it is possible to detect all flame colored regions in our dataset without any false rejections. We tried other complex color models including Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) as in [25] , but we experimentally observed that this simple chromatic model is sufficient for our purposes, because regions satisfying this simple condition are further analyzed by the spatio-temporal covariance descriptors.
Covariance descriptors
Tuzel et al. [26, 27] proposed covariance descriptors and applied this method to object detection and texture classification problems. In this subsection, we first review the covariance matrix method introduced in [27] and temporally extend it to videos in the next subsection.
For a given image region the covariance matrix can be estimated as follows:
where N is the number of pixels, i, j is a property vector of the pixel P i, j at location (i, j). Further, it may include the following parameters.
and
The vector i, j can include locations of pixels and intensity values of pixels, or it can only include the red, green, and blue values of pixels and their first and second derivatives. Several pixel property parameters which are defined in Eqs. 2-15 can be included in the i, j vector. By using combinations of these properties, different covariance descriptors for a given image region can be defined.
During the implementation of the covariance method, the first derivative of the image is computed by filtering the image with [−1 0 1] filters and second derivative is found by filtering the image with [1 −2 1] filters, respectively.
The lower or upper triangular parts of the covariance matrix form the feature vector of a given image region.
Covariance descriptors for videos
Definition of property sets
As explained in [27] , assuming a property set of a region in an image has a wide-sense stationary multivariate normal distribution, covariance descriptors provide an excellent description of the given image region. Wide-sense stationarity is a reasonable assumption for a flame-colored image region because such regions do not contain strong edges in video. In [7] , dynamic textures are characterized by autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models. For the second order stationary models, they provide a sub-optimal closed form solution and show that it can be used to characterize many dynamic textures, including flames and water. Motivated by these results, we experimentally showed that covariance descriptors can be used to model the spatio-temporal characteristics of fire regions in images. To model the temporal variation and the flicker in fire flames, we introduce temporally extended covariance descriptors in this article. Covariance features are successfully used for texture classification in [26, 27] . Flame detection is a dynamic texture detection problem. Therefore, we included temporal derivatives to the feature vector to describe flame regions in video. In covariance approach several image statistics are computed inside a flame region to form the descriptor. We experimentally observed that these statistical parameters take similar values in flame regions which can be classified as dynamic textures [2] .
Temporally extended covariance descriptors are designed to describe spatio-temporal video blocks. Let I (i, j, n) be the intensity of the (i, j)th pixel of the nth image frame of a spatio-temporal block in video let Red, Green, Blue represent the color values of the pixels of the block. The property parameters defined in Eqs. 17-23 are used to form a covariance matrix representing spatial information. In addition to spatial parameters we introduce temporal derivatives, ∂ t I and ∂ 2 t I , which are the first and second derivatives of intensity with respect to time, respectively. By adding these two features to the previous property set, covariance descriptors can be used to define spatio-temporal blocks in video. The temporal derivatives can also be used when the camera is non-stationary under the assumption that a camera scans a room in a very slow manner.
Computation of covariance values in spatio-temporal blocks
In this section, details of the covariance matrix computation in video is described. We first divide the video into blocks of size 16 × 16 × F rate where F rate is the frame rate of the video. Computing the covariance parameters for each block of the video would be computationally inefficient. We use the simple color model to eliminate the blocks that do not contain any fire colored pixels. Therefore, only pixels corresponding to the non-zero values of the following color mask are used in the selection of blocks, using the following function:
This is not a tight condition for fire colored pixels. Almost all flame-colored or red-toned regions satisfy Eq. 26. Furthermore, in order to reduce the effect of non-fire colored pixels, only property parameters of chromatically possible fire-pixels are used in the estimation of the covariance matrix, instead of using every pixel of a given block.
A total of 10 property parameters are used for each pixel satisfying the color condition. This requires 0.5 × (10 × 11) = 55 covariance computations. To further reduce the computational cost we compute the covariance values of the pixel property vectors: (27) and ST 
in a separate manner. Therefore, the property vector color (i, j, n) produces 0.5×(3×4) = 6, while the property vector ST (i, j, n) produces 0.5 × (7 × 8) = 28 covariance values. Therefore, instead of 55, only 34 covariance parameters are used in the training and testing of the SVM. The system is tested using both 34 and 55 covariance parameters to see if there is any difference between detection performance and computational cost. Experimental results are presented in Sect. 4.
We also assume that the size of the image frames in video is the is 320 × 240. If not the video is scaled to 320 × 240 in order to run the fire detection algorithm in real-time.
SVM classification
Dataset
There is no publicly available dataset for fire detection experiments. We acquired our own data from various online sources and recorded some test and training video clips. These are also the video clips used in the European Community-funded Firesense project, consisting of eight research institutes and universities [9] . In this article, seven positive and ten negative video clips are used for training. Negative video clips contain flame-colored regions as shown in Fig. 3 . For positive videos (video clips containing fire), only the parts of the video clips that actually contain fire are used. We also used videos from the DynTex dynamic texture database [17] to test the robustness of the system against false alarms with videos that have flame-colored moving objects that are difficult to distinguish from actual fire regions.
Training and testing
For training and testing, 16 × 16 × F rate blocks are extracted from various video clips. Using larger spatial block sizes (e.g., 32 × 32) decreases the resolution of the algorithm such that smaller fire regions cannot be detected. Using smaller blocks sizes increases the computational cost of the algorithm because the number of blocks to be tested by the SVM increases for the same fire region. The temporal dimension of the blocks is determined by the frame rate parameter F rate , which is between 10 and 25 in our train and test videos. These blocks do not overlap in the spatial domain, but there is a 50% overlap in the time domain. This means that classification is not repeated after every frame of the video. We perform the classification at the temporal boundaries of the overlapping blocks and use the same classification result for the next F rate /2 frames. A sketch for the spatio-temporal block extraction and classification is shown in Fig. 1 . This is done to reduce the computational cost and get rid of the delay that would be introduced if we were to wait for the classification result of the next block.
For the covariance estimation formula defined in Eq. 1, it is necessary to know the mean of the data, which requires knowing all of the data, such that data must be accumulated at the end of each period. Fortunately, there is another covariance matrix estimation formula given in Eq. 29, the calculation of which can be started without waiting for the entire dataset. 
There is also a fast covariance computation method based on multiple integral images as described in [19] . Since we were able to obtain a real-time system with SVM and regular covariance computation we did not implement the integral images method. This method can be useful to obtain realtime system that works with higher resolution images.
After the spatio-temporal blocks are constructed, features are extracted and used to form a training set. The features are obtained by averaging the correlations between the 34-parameters for every F rate /2 frames. A support vector machine with a radial basis function (RBF) kernel is trained for classification [4] . The SVM is first trained with seven positive and seven negative video clips given in Figs. 2 and 3 . The SVM model obtained from this training is tested with the three remaining negative video clips. Sample frames from these clips are given in Fig. 4 . As it is seen from the figure, these clips contain scenes that usually cause false alarms. So it is beneficial that these non-fire blocks that are classified as fire are added to the negative training set and that the SVM is retrained with the new dataset.
We have a total of 69,516 feature vectors in the training set. Of these 29,438 of those are from positive videos while 40,078 are from negative videos. In the training, we randomly select half of the elements of the negative set and one-tenth of the elements of the positive set. The SVM model obtained from these vectors is then tested using the whole dataset. We found that using the RBF kernel with gamma = 1/(number of; features) and cost(c) = 18,000 gives the best training results.
When the system is trained with 34 parameter feature vectors, we get the confusion matrix in Table 1 for the whole set, in which, the number of support vectors is 656. When the system is trained with 55 parameter feature vectors, we get the confusion matrix in Table 2 for the training set, where the number of support vectors is 1,309. When we remove the temporal derivatives ∂ t I (i, j, n) and ∂ 2 t I (i, j, n) from the property set and obtain 21-parameter feature vectors, we get the confusion matrix in Table 3 , with the number of support vectors being 2,063. The true detection rates are 96.6, 95.5 and 91.7% for the 34 parameter, 55 and 21 parameter cases, respectively. When 55 parameters are used the detection rate decreases and the number of support vectors increases for our training set. When 21-parameters are used we lose the temporal flickering characteristics of flame-colored blocks and the true detection rate decreases. Therefore, we will use the SVM model obtained using the 34 parameter case in the experiments.
In Table 4 SVM, k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) and boosted tree based classifiers are compared in terms of the True Detection and (TDR) and True Rejection Rate (TRR) percentages when 34-parameter feature vectors are used. OpenCV [1] implementations of the classifers are used. OpenCV implements Real [20] , Gentle [10] , and Logit [10] boosting. For all boosted classifiers, the number of weak tree learners is 200 and the max tree depth is 10. Two different SVM classifiers that use RBF and linear kernels are used. For the k-NN classifier, the number of nearest neighbors is five. We see that except for SVM-Linear all algorithms have comparable detection performance, but SVM-RBF has the least computational complexity which becomes important when the classifier is used in a real-time application. The most computationally costly algorithm is k-NN. It is possible to implement the k-NN algorithm in a parallel architecture to reduce the computational cost of the k-NN approach [11] . Since most classifiers have similar performance, we can also conclude that covariance features are the main factor contributing detection performance. During the implementation, in each spatio-temporal block, the number of chromatic fire-pixels, i j n (i, j, n), is found. If this number is higher than or equal to two-fifths of the number of elements in the block (16×16× F rate ), then that block is classified as a flame-colored block. This thresholding is done because only fire-colored pixels according to the chromatic model described in Sect. 2.1 is used in covariance analysis. If the number of possible fire-pixels is enough, then classification is done by the SVM classifier using the augmented feature vector described in Sect. 2.3. At the final step of our flame detection method, a confidence value is determined according to the number of positively classified video blocks and their positions. We use spatial 8-neighborhood to find the confidence level of the algorithm for the current frame. At the final step of our flame detection method, a confidence value is determined according to the number of positively classified video blocks and their positions. Assuming that the initial patch decisions are as shown in Fig. 5 , these small blocks are initially classified as regions containing flames pixels. Final classification is done by sliding a 3×3 window around the patches classified as fire. If its center is fire and the sum of the decisions that are fire is greater than or equal to a predetermined confidence level in a given region, then that image is classified as a fire region. In Fig. 6 , there are positive and negative test blocks for the maximum confidence level of 3. The result of Fig. 6f is negative because its center patch is not classified as a fire block.
Experimental results
The proposed system is compared with one of our previous fire detection methods [25] . Our previous system is one of the state of the art methods using in video based fire detection. It is the baseline system in the Firesense project from which we have distributed more than 100 copies of our dataset and software [3] . In the decision process, if the confidence level of any block of the frame is greater than or equal to three then that frame is marked as a fire-containing frame. The method described in [25] has a similar confidence level metric to determine the alarm level. Further, if the confidence level of any region of the frame that is classified as fire is greater than or equal to three, then that frame is marked as a fire-containing frame. Results are summarized in Table 5 and Table 6 , in terms of the true detection and the false alarm ratios, respectively. The true detection rate is defined as:
The number of correctly classified frames, which contain fire, in test video Number of frames which contain fire in test video (30) 
In the experiments, 22 video clips are used to test the proposed system. The first 13 videos do contain fire while the remaining nine videos contain neither fire nor flames but do contain flame-colored regions. In Table 5 , the true detection rates of the two algorithms are presented for the 13 videos containing fire. In Table 6 , the false alarm rates of the two algorithms are presented for the nine videos that do not contain fire. According to the results, our system is able to classify all video files containing fire, with a reasonable false alarm ratio in videos without fire. Although the true detection rate is low in some videos, we do not need to detect all fire frames correctly to issue an alarm. It is enough to detect fire in a short time without too many false alarms. The first detection time is less than two seconds in all the test video clips except for one video clip containing a small uncontrolled fire in which the fire is detected in 7 s.
As compared to the previous method, the new method has a higher true detection rate in all of the videos that contain actual fires. While the older method has a lower false alarm Table 6 Comparison of our new method with the previous method proposed in [25] rate than the new method, it cannot handle videos containing camera motion. Some of the positive videos in the test set are recorded with hand-held moving cameras; since the old method assumes a stationary camera for background subtraction, it cannot correctly classify most of the actual fire regions. Our algorithm is designed to detect all fires with a reasonable amount of false alarms. In Fig. 7 , there are sample frames after classification.
The proposed method is also tested with video clips from the DynTex dynamic texture database [17] . With this database, 142 video clips, most of which contain fire-colored moving regions are selected. The total number of frames in the clips is 75,327; 9,938 of them are incorrectly classified as fire-containing frames. Although 13.2% might seem as a high false alarm ratio for a fire detection system, most of the clips with false alarms contain dynamic textures that would not be present in a general surveillance environment as shown in Fig. 8 . Most of the false alarms are issued in such cases as flashing red lights, red fish and moving red plants in water, and red flags in the wind. These have similar temporal characteristics to fire flames but are not very important to distinguish from flames, since they are not common in typical surveillance scenarios.
The proposed method is computationally efficient. The experiments are performed with a PC that has a Core 2 Duo 2.2 GHz processor Video clips are generally processed around 20 fps when image frames of size 320 ×240 are used.
The detection resolution of the algorithm is determined by the video block size. Since we require three neighboring blocks to reach the highest confidence level the fire should occupy a region of size at least 32 × 32 in video.
Conclusions
In this paper, a real-time video fire detection system is developed based on the covariance texture representation method. The covariance method is ideally suited for flame detection for two reasons: flames exhibit random behaviour [25] , and it is experimentally observed that the underlying random process can be considered as a wide-sense stationary process for a small video region. Thus, the second order statistical modeling using the covariance method provides a good solution to flame detection in video. The proposed method is computationally efficient and can process 320 × 240 frames at 20 fps in an ordinary computer. An important contribution of this article is the use of temporal covariance information in the decision process. Most fire detection methods use color, spatial and temporal information separately, but in this work we use temporally extended covariance matrices in order to use all the information together. The method works very well when the fire is clearly visible and in close range, such that the flicker and irregular nature of flames are easily observable. On the other hand, if the fire is small and far away from the camera or covered by dense smoke, in which the flickering behaviour of flames cannot be visible in video, the method might perform poorly, because the system is trained with video clips containing flickering flames.
